AUTOMATIC VEHICLE LOCATION & SECURITY SYSTEM

NITS Service (Pvt.) Ltd.
About NITS

NITS Service (Pvt.) Ltd. is a fastest growing provider of GPS vehicle tracking systems, aims at offering innovative and cost effective vehicle tracking solutions comprising of hardware installation as well as software setup. It is a sister concern of NITOL NILOY GROUP.

NTrack is designed for individuals, small contractor fleets, travel operators, group of companies and government agencies for tracking cars, jeeps, buses, trucks, trailers, heavy equipment, etc. to improve fleet productivity, accountability and profitability. NTrack is a Real Time GPS Tracking system that shows vehicle movements on Maps (like, Google) of your PC screen displaying the location, route, stops, and speed status online in anytime & from anywhere, thus making deployment of vehicle makes life extremely easy.

Advantages:

- See exact location of your vehicle on Maps using PC/Mobile.
- Control your vehicle (like engine lock -unlock) from mobile phone by sending SMS.
- Availability of cellular coverage, it works anywhere.
- Geofence - Alert when vehicle leaves predefined area
- Works even when battery is disconnected with backup battery
- Automatically get nearest vehicle.
- Many useful reports like distance, trip, halt, over speed, fuel consumption etc.
- Upto 99% of stolen vehicles can be recovered
NTrack
we track Vehicles

“THE TECHNOLOGY TO SERVE YOU”
FLEET MANAGEMENT AND TRACKING SOLUTION FOR YOUR BUSINESS

NITS Service (Pvt.) Ltd.

📍 Nitol Niloy Center (12th Floor), 71 Mohakhali C/A, Dhaka 1212
✉️ sales@nitsbd.com
🌐 www.nits.com.bd
🌐 www.facebook.com/nitsservice

Sales: 09636000999
Phone: 02-9887074-6 Ext 278

Chittagong: 01914 328162
Rajshahi: 01914 328165
Khulna: 01902 509283
Sylhet: 01914328156

we accept all credit/debit card, Rocket 2490, Bkash 01777797700